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Introduction: Optic neuropathies (ON) have several aetiologies and sometimes the diagnosis established ab initio is redefined after further investigations and/or 
new neurological events. The aimof this study was to identify possible predictive factors that may dictate that diagnostic change during follow-up. A second arm of 
this study is still ongoing, and aims to search new biomarkers for ON, with special interest in optic neuritis. Important attention will be given to the eye’s posterior 
pole findings using Spectral-Domain Optical Coherence Tomography and OCT Angiography. We intend to study these parameters as potential structural biomarkers 
that could improve the sensitivity and specificity predicting the treatment response and to determine its prognostic value at the acute phase of optic neuritis. 
Methods: We retrospectively reviewed the medical records of 156 patients with ON admitted to the ward of our Neurology Department, between January 2004 and 
August 2019. Clinical, laboratory and imaging data, as well as treatment protocols and follow-up were analyzed. The second arm will feature a descriptive analysis 
of every patient diagnosed with optic neuritis from January 2004 and August 2020 and followed in our center until date. A single ophthalmologic evaluation of those 
patients will include all visual function tests and optic imaging structural evaluation.
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